) for j = 1,2, and the norm \z\ = (z 9 z) 1/2 . Let us introduce some notation:
J!"={ZE C π :|z| < 1}, S" = dB n ;
let d be the metric on S n :
d{z, z*) = (1 -Re(z, z*)) 1/2 = -L|z -z*| forz, z* e 5 n , v2 and finally B(z 9 r)= (z* e 5" : d(z,z*) < r) for z e S" and r > 0. n -> C m , defined on the closure of B n , is holomorphic on B", we write g e A m (B n ) or g e ^4(5 Λ ) when m = 1. The theorem stated below is a generalization of the result of Aleksandrov [1] . Corollary 1 answers the problem given by Rudin [3] . Corollary 4 is a result of Aleksandrov obtained independently by the author. S[= {z* eS':z* = Zj ioτj = 1,2,...,/w-l}, let σ/ be the rotation-invariant measure on the sphere 5/ such that oj(S z ) = 1 and let f z9 f* be the restrictions of /, /* to the sets 2?^ and 5" respectively. From (1) it follows that f z : B z n -> 5 z m and (2) says that fz( w ι) = w i > where w 1? w 2 are the centers of the balls B", B™ respectively. Since B™ is a one-dimensional complex ball, the equality σ/((/ Γ *)~1(C)) = σ z m (C) holds for every Borel subset C of S™ and every z for which/, is an inner map (see [4] where
Substituting C x = (/*)~1(C 2 ) and using the equality o?{C}) = σ z m (C?) (which holds for almost every z), it is easy to see that both of the above integrals are positive or equal to 0. If n = m then s x = s 2 and the equality holds. This ends the proof of Corollary 1.
The following proof of the assertion of the Theorem is based on Low's construction of inner functions [3] . Let g and h be maps satisfying the assumptions of the Theorem. Then o n (F) = 0, where where A(r) = σ n (B(z 9 r)) for any z e S n . Let S c S n be any closed subset of S"\ σ n (S) > 0. Assume that for some number r > 0, (5) σ n (5 r )<2σ n (5), where S f = {zeS":φ,5)<r}. Let {fl(zΛ r)}^? be a maximal family of disjoint balls with centers zJ e 5. Since 5 r 3 UylΊ' ^(z y , r) and S c UyiV 5(z J , 2r), applying inequalities (4) and (5), we get
So we have proved the existence of positive constants C 1 and
Let us assume now that r > 0, z e β", Hs a natural number and M k is the maximal number of disjoint balls of radius r and with centers in B(z,(k + l)r). Because these balls are included in B(z,(k + 2)r), an argument similar to the above gives the estimate 
LEMMA 1. Lei 0 < 2ε < α < ft, 0 < δ < 2C 3 a, ε < C 3 e~2 n , R < 1. P be a closed subset of F δ and let v be a continuous map v: S" -> C w Λα/ |ϋ(z)| > α for z e P. ΓΛere ex/^ί5 ύf closed subset K of F δ and a holomorphic map u:
(f) w y = 0 Proo/. If σ n (P) = σ π (F δ ) then the map u = (0,0,...,0) and the set K= 0 satisfy conditions (a)-(e). Let us assume that o n (P) < σ n (F δ ).
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There exists a positive number γ such that γ < 8/2 and
Since υ 9 h are uniformly continuous maps and S is a closed subset, there exists a positive number γ* such that (9) |g(z)-g(z')|<εδ, |φ)-ι;(z')|<ε, σ Λ (S r ) < 2 σ π (5) forz, z' G 5",ί/(z, z') < γ* and r < γ*.
Let r, ra be positive numbers such that r < \ min(γ, γ*), m is an integer and mr 2 = log(2C 3 /δε). Moreover we assume m is large so that
Choose a maximal family {B(z J \ r)}^ of pairwise disjoint balls with centers z J G S"\ Because of (9), condition (5) is satisfied, so inequalities (6) also hold. For k = 1,2,... 9 [ίf2/r] and z e S" 7 let
and let N k (z) be the number of elements of the set Because of (9) III < e and II <\h(z) -h{z j )\ \βj\ < δ e ^ = e.
By the same argument as in (12) we can prove that IV < ε. Moreover, we have I < |ι>(z 7 ')| + \h(z J ) βj\ = b. This altogether gives us
Inequalities (12) and (14) Using the same notation as in (13) we can write
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As before, II < ε, III < e and IV < e. Assuming z e V p we have 
If α > 1, we define Vj = B(z J , p). Because βj = 0, it follows from (12) that (19) \v(z) + h(z) u{z)\*\v(z')\-\v(z) -v(zJ)\-\h{z) -u(z)\ > a -ε -\u(z)\ > a -2ε
forz G F;. Finally, we define K = U^T^. We observe that inequality (17) holds for zEif.IfzGP, then V 0 (z) = 0 and inequality (12) gives us
This altogether proves part (c) of Lemma 1. It is easy to check that K n P = 0. Inequalities (18), (6), (9) Proof. Let α = b -^ε and choose a sequence (ε y ) satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 1 and such that 6Σ^°= 1 ε 7 < ε. We can assume Ej = A -exp{-(τ j) 2/ί2n~l) }, A = 2C 3 /δ and r is some large number.
Apply Lemma 1 to the data a, ε l9 R, υ 9 P = 0 to produce a holomorphic map u λ : C n -> C m and a closed set K λ c F δ such that: Assume now that g and h satisfy the assumptions of the Theorem. Then Illglllδ < 1 -δ. To prove the Theorem, take a sequence δ v δ 2 ,... of positive numbers such that δ r < C 3 and δ i+ι < 5/2 and let a x = b x = 1 -δ l5 ε x = min(^, -Jδj), /? x = ^. Apply Lemma 2 to the data g λ = g, Z? 1? δ l9 R λ to get a map u λ and a set K λ c ^ such that, for/? = 1 and g x = g: 2,...,m-l where u p = (u{,uξ, ...,<) .
Inequality (v) follows from (e)' of Lemma 2, because for z e 5" -/^ , we have|Mj(z)| < ε l5 so
Since g t + h u λ is a continuous map on 5", there exists an /? 2 such that + \R X < R 2 < 1 and, for/? = 1, Hence \im g^O0 σ n (L g ) = σ n (F δ ). It is obvious from (iii)^ and the equality lim^^ί^ = 1 that lim /? _ 1 /(/?z) = 1 for z e L g , provided this limit exists. Since 8 was arbitrary, this proves that the map / is inner, since σ n (Π p (S n -F δ )) = 0. Now it is easy to check that/satisfies the Theorem. 
